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VIDEOMANAGER EL
DEVICE AND VIDEO MANAGEMENT MADE EASY
Managing a body-worn or in-car video program doesn’t have to be hard. VideoManager EL provides 
the flexibility you need to easily administer cameras and efficiently store, prepare and share 
recorded footage - no matter the size of your deployment or how sophisticated you want, or need, 
your program to be.

ALIGN YOUR SYSTEM TO YOUR NEEDS
VideoManager EL’s flexibility and scalability encompasses both initial 
deployment and everyday use - so there’s always a solution which is right 
for your organization.

OPTIMIZE CAMERAS FOR EVERY USER
Adapt your Motorola Solutions body-worn cameras and in-car video 
systems to your team’s needs with VideoManager EL’s granular 
configuration options.

FROM CAPTURE TO CLOSURE, ALL IN ONE
VideoManager EL covers every step of an event’s journey - spanning ingest, 
organization, sharing and deletion - in one user interface so content is 
available when needed.

AUTOMATE AWAY THE INEFFICIENCIES
With more devices and videos in one place than ever before, we’ve built-in 
advanced automation and integration to keep workloads manageable and 
data processing efficient.

KEEP YOUR DATA SAFE & COMPLIANT
Cutting-edge security protocols restrict who can access your system and 
what they can do on it, while also protecting your videos with encryption.
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OPTIMIZE CAMERAS FOR EVERY USER

DEVICE 
CONFIGURATIONS

Configure aspects of camera behavior. Options include 
video resolution, Record-After-the-Fact and recording 
groups.

DEVICE 
DASHBOARD

See a detailed overview of your body-worn cameras at a 
glance, including their battery levels, memory, last checkout, 
and location.

RAPID DEVICE 
CHECKOUT

Associate cameras with users for a complete evidential trail. 

METADATA 
OVERLAYS

View crucial information about an event - such as lights and 
siren status - over the footage itself.

AUTOMATIC 
FIRMWARE 
UPGRADES

Enable automatic upgrades so your devices are updated 
alongside your software.

ALIGN YOUR SYSTEM TO YOUR NEEDS

ROLES, GROUPS  & 
PERMISSIONS

Enable granular permissions for individual users and 
groups to control all possible actions on the system.

COMMANDCENTRAL 
EVIDENCE 
INTEGRATION

Get advanced case management features such as 
transcription and unified search by integrating with 
CommandCentral Evidence.

COMPATIBLE 
SERVER PLATFORMS

Centos 7.9 build 1809 for VideoManager EL 
on-premises.

INSTALLATION 
SERVICES

Ensure peak system performance with our site and 
remote installation services.
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KEEP YOUR DATA SAFE & COMPLIANT

AUTHENTICATION
Use existing Azure AD credentials for a smoother 
sign-in process.

RESTRICTION Restrict access to sensitive or confidential events.

AUDIT LOG
View a comprehensive, non-editable trail of all actions 
taken on an event.

RETENTION & 
DELETION

Configure deletion policies based on an event’s 
category tags.

ENCRYPTION
All body-worn and in-car video is uploaded to, and stored 
securely on, VideoManager EL with AES-256 encrpytion.

AUTOMATE AWAY THE INEFFICIENCIES

BULK EDIT
Upgrade multiple devices, edit multiple cases, or categorize 
multiple events simultaneously.

REPORTS
Get easy-to-digest information about a variety of high-
level system parameters at a glance.

EVENT TAGS
Enable operators to categorize events on their devices in 
the field, immediately after recording.

EVENT LINKING 
Link events which have the same officer name and 
overlapping event times for more efficient case creation.

AUTOMATIC 
IMPORT

Keep patrol officers on the road or in the field with 
automatic, encrypted video uploads from in-car systems 
or body-worn cameras direct to VideoManager EL via 
cellular network.
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For more information, please visit: motorolasolutions.com/videomanager-el

FROM CAPTURE TO CLOSURE, ALL IN ONE

REDACTION
Hide sensitive information with blurring, pixelation and 
audio muting using REDACTIVE.

SYNCHRONIZED 
PLAYBACK

Watch and listen to events from linked in-car video 
systems and body-worn cameras simultaneously.

CASES
Collate events, attachments and links in one location for 
ease of sharing.

SHARING
Share events and cases internally (via permissions) or 
externally (via CLOUD-SHARE or exports).

https://www.motorolasolutions.com
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